
SERVICES
ED ITOR IAL

 A unique and seasoned pen for hire.

With abundant experience ranging in

narrative scriptwriting for film and TV,

radio, social media, copywriting,

blogging, marketing communications,

magazine and print.

F I LM/V IDEO

A technically-inclined and creative

director. With five years plus of film

and TV industry experience, and

practical capabilities from

conceptualizing, directing and

shooting digital media projects like

commercial spots, corporate promos

and creative artist videos, to post-

production editing. A filmmaker of

documentary, short and long form

stories.

PHOTOGRAPHY

A great eye for a moment's capture.

With work including individual and

family portraits, weddings, corporate

and entertainment event snapping,

and documenting nature.

WHO IS ADRIAN?
Adrian Wallace is an award-winning,

Jamaican-Canadian director,

screenwriter and actor from Toronto,

Ontario. He studied a vast array of

post-secondary creative fields, from

dramatic arts, acting for film and

television, and media production. 

His latest film, a documentary titled

Black Sun was specially featured at the

2020 Montreal, Toronto, and Halifax

International Black Film Festival,

officially selected by CaribbeanTales

on their 15th year anniversary, and is

premiering on TV as part of CBC's

Being Black in Canada showcase.  As

the creator, writer, director and co-

lead in the web series Courtside, it has

notched official selections

internationally, and claimed 'Best

Web Series' at the 2018 Toronto

Nollywood International Film Festival. 

Currently, Adrian is developing his

debut feature, a TV series, and is

pursuing opportunites as both an

actor and content producer.
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The creative.

ADRIAN
WALLACE

M O R E  T H A N  J U S T  T H E

A P P E A R A N C E ,  I  C A P T U R E

A  S U B J E C T ' S  E S S E N C E .

GET IN TOUCH
416-455-2962

m.adrianwallace@gmail.com

iamadrianwallace.com

IG: @ehdubz

Twitter: @ehdubzzz

Facebook: @ehdubz


